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Objective.The aim of this prospective study was to report
on the diagnostic accuracy of conventional oral exfoliative
cytology taken from white-spotted, ulcerated or other suspi-
cious oral lesions in our clinic. In addition we checked DNA-
image cytometry as an adjuvant diagnostic tool. Our hypoth-
esis is that DNA-aneuploidy is a sensitive and specific marker
for the early identification of tumor cells in oral brushings.
Study design.251 cytological diagnoses obtained from ex-
foliative smears of 181 patients from macroscopically suspi-
cious lesions of the oral mucosa and from clinically seem-
ingly benign oral lesions which were exisiced for establish-
ing histological diagnoses were compared with histological
and/or clinical follow-ups of the respective patients. Addi-
tionally nuclear DNA-contents were measured after Feulgen
restaining using a TV image analysis system.Results.Sensi-
tivity of our cytological diagnosis on oral smears for the de-
tection of cancer cells was 94.6%, specificity 99.5%, positive
predictive value 98.1% and negative predictive value 98.5%.
DNA-aneuploidy was assumed if abnormal DNA-stemlines
or cells with DNA-content greater 9c were observed. On this
basis the prevalence of DNA-aneuploidy in smears of oral
squamous cell carcinomasin situor invasive carcinomas was
96.4%. Sensitivity of DNA-aneuploidy in oral smears for the
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detection of cancer cells was 96.4%, specificity 100%, posi-
tive predictive value 100% and negative 99.0%. The combi-
nation of both techniques increased the sensivity to 98.2%,
specificity to 100%, positive predictive value to 100% and
negative to 99.5%.Conclusions.Brush cytology of all visible
oral lesions, if they are clinically considered as suspicious for
cancer, are an easily practicable, cheap, non-invasive, pain-
less, safe and accurate screening method for detection of oral
precancerous lesions, carcinomain situor invasive squamous
cell carcinoma in all stages. We conclude that DNA-image
cytometry is a very sensitive, highly specific and objective
adjuvant tool for the early identification of neoplastic epithe-
lial cells in oral smears.
Keywords: Oral cancer, oral exfoliative cytology, DNA-
aneuploidy, DNA-image cytometry, cancer screening, diag-
nostic accuracy

1. Introduction

Squamous cell carcinomas of the oral cavity are
among the ten most common cancers in the world,
accounting for approximately 3–5% of all malignan-
cies [48]. In 1993 in Germany, approximately 4100
new cases in males and 1000 in females were encoun-
tered [42]. In spite of great surgical, chemo- and ra-
diotherapeutical efforts the 5-year-survival-rate could
not be decreased so far, being still less than 50% [23,
38]. However oral cancer can be cured, if detected and
treated early enough [45]. Up to now scalpel biopsy
with histological assessment seems to be the only ac-
cepted method to definitely evaluate suspicious oral le-
sions. But most dentists do not have the proficiency
to perform biopsies of oral lesions themselves and a
few patients may be perilous (e.g., by medication with
coumarone derivates) to suffer a scalpel biopsy. Fur-
thermore literature shows insufficient inter- and intra-
individual reproducibility of histological grading ep-
ithelial dysplasias and unequivocally identifying carci-
nomain situ [1,2].

One should furthermore emphasize the importance
of an early diagnosis of oral cancers in order to reduce
their unacceptably high morbidity and mortality. Yet,
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scalpel biopsies are not suitable as screening tool for
the early identification of oral cancer because of their
invasiveness. Alternatively a useful diagnostic screen-
ing procedure could be the obtainment of oral smears
with subsequent cytologic examination. Smears from
the uterine cervix are used worldwide since 50 years
to successfully screen for dysplasias and early carci-
nomas at this site. With the help of this technique it
was possible to decrease mortality of uterine carcino-
mas significantly [28,36].

In the last few years interest in diagnostic cy-
topathology has newly emerged due to the application
of adjunctive diagnostic methods. Using DNA-image
cytometry on Feulgen (re-)stained smears, the cyto-
metric equivalent of chromosomal aneuploidy, DNA-
aneuploidy, is an internationally accepted marker for
neoplastic transformation of cells [10,29,30,32,33].
The cytometric analysis of nuclear DNA-content has
previously been applied to oral neoplasia [47]. Schim-
ming et al. [41] have evaluated the correlation of DNA
distribution of oral squamous carcinomas to clinico-
pathologic features. They found a significantly higher
N stage, frequency of metastasis and a lower survival
rate with non-diploid tumors. Chatelain et al. [15] in-
vestigated the prognostic validity of a DNA-malig-
nancy-grade, which was closely correlated with his-
tologic grades of malignancy and revealed a strong
association with the patients prognosis. Retrospective
studies dealt with the malignant potential of dysplastic
oral lesions evaluated by DNA-image cytometry [39].
Abdel-Salam et al. [3,4] applied image cytometry to
histological specimens from archived biopsy material
to predict the malignant transformation of white le-
sions of the oral cavity (observation period of 10–
15 years) resulting in a 86% positive predictive value
and 83% sensitivity. Doseva et al. [16] found that cy-
tologic smears obtained from leukoplakia and lichen
planus which later transformed to invasive carcinoma
showed hypodiploid and hypertetraploid instead of
diploid DNA distribution patterns.

The aim of this prospective study was to report on
the diagnostic accuracy of conventional oral exfolia-
tive cytology taken from white-spotted, ulcerated or
other suspicious oral lesions in our clinic. In addition
we checked the accuracy of DNA-image cytometry as
an adjuvant diagnostic tool in oral exfoliative cytology
on identical smears. Clinical and histological follow-
up diagnoses were the “golden standard”. Our hypoth-
esis is that DNA-aneuploidy is a sensitive and specific
marker for the early identification of cancer cells in
oral smears.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patient population

The study population consisted of 251 cytological
diagnoses on 1254 smears (at least four smears were
prepared from each brushing) obtained from 181 pa-
tients (43% females, 57% males) with a mean age
of 60 years (range 20–91 years), who had been re-
ferred for examination and treatment of oral lesions
to the Department of Oral-Maxillofacial and Plastic
Surgery, University of Leipzig, Germany between Au-
gust 1997 and November 2000. The “golden standard”
for the establishment of diagnostic accuracy was in 158
cases the (repeated) histology and in all cases the clin-
ical follow up. Final diagnoses were: 56 histologically
proven squamous cell carcinomas (Table 1), 83 leuko-
plakias (according to World Health Organization defi-
nition [49]) and 112 inflammatory or other seemingly
benign hyperplastic oral lesions (Table 2).

2.2. Clinical procedure

Each patient was examined by an experienced mem-
ber (T.W.R.) of the Department of Oral, Maxillofa-
cial and Plastic Surgery. Before the cytologic brush-
ings were performed, each patients medical history
was documented and a thorough intraoral examination
was conducted. After these evaluations, at least four
cytological smears were obtained from the suspicious
or pathological area using a Cytobrush cell collec-
tor (Cytobrush GT, Med-Scand Medical, Malmo, Swe-
den) [34]. The cytobrush was rolled on the glass slide

Table 1

Synopsis about tumor site and tumor spread of 56 patients with
squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity

Number of cases (n = 56)
Tumor sites

floor of the mouth 7
floor of the mouth and tongue 7
tongue 13
lip 1
tonsil and palate 14
alveolar ridge 6
cheek 8

Tumor spread
Tis 3
T1 13
T2 13
T3 10
T4 12
Tx 5
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Table 2

Synopsis about clinical or histological diagnoses and number of smears of all oral lesions (n = 251)

Total Histologically proven Clinical follow-up Number of

smears

Leukoplakia 83 47 36 384

Lichen planus 32 10 22 128

Lichen erosivus 16 13 3 79

Lichen atrophicus 1 1 4

Pseudoempitheliomatous hyperplasia 12 12 48

Epulis granumotatosa 2 2 8

Desquamative gingivitis 1 1 4

Scar 1 1 4

Ulcus 33 14 19 142

Glossitis rhombica mediana 4 4 21

Aphthous ulcer 6 6 31

Lingua plicata 1 1 4

Prostetic induced stomatitis 1 1 4

Papillomatosis 1 1 5

Lingual tonsil 1 1 6

Squamous cell carcinoma 56 56 382

Fig. 1. Cell collector Cytobrush GTin situ (leukoplakia in the floor
of the mouth).

and fixed immediately with Merckofix-spray (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany), a propanol and carbowax con-
taining spray fixative (Fig. 1). If it seemed clinically
indicated (i.e., in cases of suspicion of cancer or in
benign lesions which could not be unequivocally as-
signed to a diagnosis), the obtainment of smears was
followed by scalpel biopsy. Cytological and histologi-
cal investigation had been carried out independently at
different institutions.

2.3. Staining and mode of interpretation

The alcohol fixed slides were routinely stained ac-
cording to Papanicolaou [27]. The specimens were

evaluated according to generally accepted diagnos-
tic criteria [5,27] by an experienced cytotechnologist
(K.K.) and in cytologically doubtful, suspicious or
tumor cell positive slides additionally by an experi-
enced cytopathologist (A.B.) as well. The following
diagnostic criteria were the most important for the
identification of tumor cells: hyperchromasia of nu-
clei, increased nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio, anisonucleo-
sis and nuclear pleomorphism, irregularities of nuclear
membranes, nuclear crowding and -moulding, chro-
matin clumping and irregularity of chromatin distribu-
tion. The following categories of cytological diagnoses
were applied: “insufficient” for specimens without any
or with exclusively autolytic cells, “tumor cell nega-
tive” for inconspicious, reactive or inflammatory cel-
lular images, “doubtful” in cases with atypical cellular
changes (e.g., with mild or moderate dyplasias), “sus-
picious for tumor cells” if only sparce abnormal cells
(or servere dysplastic squamous cells) were seen or the
diagnostic criteria for malignancy were only vague and
“tumor cell positive” for smears containing unequivo-
cal malignant cells [9].

2.4. Feulgen staining[17]

The slides of alcohol-fixed, Papanicolaou-stained,
routine smears from mucosal brushings were uncov-
ered in xylene. Subsequently they were destained and
Feulgen stained in a temperature-controlled staining
machine with Schiff’s reagent. After rehydration in
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decreasing ethanol concentrations and refixation in
buffered 10% formalin, 5 N HCl for acid hydroly-
sis was applied at 27◦C for one hour, followed by
staining in Schiff’s reagent (Merck, Darmstadt, Ger-
many) for another hour, followed by rinsing in SO2-
water and dehydration at increasing ethanol concentra-
tions [7,8,14]. The slides were then covered with En-
tellan (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and stored in the
dark.

2.5. DNA-measurements

The normal 2c reference value was established by
measuring 30 cytologically normal squamous epithe-
lial cells or lymphocytes in each slide as an inter-
nal reference (mean values of integrated optical den-
sities (IOD)). CVs (=coefficient of variation) of rev-
erence cells were below 5%. No correction factor was
applied. If present, three hundred atypical epithelial
or carcinoma cells per specimen were measured in-
teractively at random. Otherwise, only the available
cells were measured: one (suspicious) case with 48
cells (=insufficient for DNA-cytometry); two cases
with 51–100 measurable cells; four cases with 101–
150 cells; six cases with 151–200 cells; seven cases
with 201–250 cells; seven cases with 251–300 cells
and 30 cases>300 cells. No stemline interpretation
of DNA-aneuploidy was performed if less than 50 ab-
normal or atypical cells were contained. All incon-
spicious cases (“tumor cell negative”) were measured
using at least 30 reference cells and 300 analysing
cells. The AutoCyte QUIC-DNA workstation (Auto-
Cyte, Burlington, N.C., USA) was used for the mea-
surements. It consists of a conventional light micro-
scope (Axioplan 2, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a 40×
objective, NA of 0.75; Köhler illumination was applied
to reduce stray light and an interference filter 470 nm,
± 10 nm half value width was used. A CCD black and
white camera (VarioCam [Model CCIR] PCO Com-
puter Optics, Kehlheim, Germany) with 572 lines reso-
lution was adapted to the microscope. The images were
analysed using a Pentium I processor with framegrab-
ber (Kontron, Eching, Germany). The performance of
the system meets the standards of the European Society
for Analytical Cellular Pathology (ESACP) task force
on standardization of diagnostic DNA-image cytome-
try [11,18,21].

Segmentation was performed automatically on in-
dividual nuclei by grey level thresholding, taking the
local background into consideration for each nucleus.
The glare- and diffraction errors were corrected by

software as proposed by Kindermann and Hilgers [26],
glare at a rate of 8%.

The data were interpreted using the analysis soft-
ware of the system. We assumed DNA-aneuploidy if
(1) the DNA index of the stemline was< 0.90 > 1.10
or < 1.80 > 2.20 or< 3.60 > 4.40 or (2) cells>9c
occurred (9c exceeding events [9cEE]) [13]. A DNA-
stemline was defined as a frequency peak in a his-
togram accompanied by values at its twofold DNA-
content. It was defined interactively when the DNA-
histograms were displayed on the screen by marking
its minimum and maximum [31] (Figs 2–6).

3. Results

Of 251 technically sufficient brushings from suspi-
cious oral lesions (Tables 1 and 2) a non-malignant
diagnosis (=tumor cell negative) was made cytologi-
cally in 192 cases. Four cases were diagnosed as doubt-
ful and eight as suspicious for tumor cells. The med-
ical reports showed, that in 53 specimens of suspi-
cious or tumor cell positive oral lesions of a malig-
nant tumor was verified by subsequent histopathologi-
cal diagnosis (correctly positive). In one case of histo-
logically proven scquamous cell carcinoma the smears
were cytologically diagnosed as negative for tumor
cells. Reevaluation of the smears showed that a sam-
pling error had occurred as no suspicious cells could be
observed (false-negative). One case was cytologically
diagnosed as positive for tumor cells, but histologically
no tumor cells or dysplasias were seen (false-positive).
In 192 cases without carcinomas in the clinical follow
up cytology reported: “negative for tumor cells” (cor-
rectly negative).

Sensitivity of our cytologicaldiagnosis in oralsmears
for the detection of cancer cells thus was 94.6%, speci-
ficity for the detection of non neoplastic cells was
99.5%, positive predictive value 98.1% and negative
predictive value 98.5% (Table 3).

All cytologically tumorcellpositivespecimensshow-
ed DNA-aneuploidy, except one false-positive case
that showed no DNA-aneuploidy. The correctness of
DNA-cytometry was validated histologically. All cy-
tologically tumor negative specimens were DNA-non-
aneuploid. But one case was false-negative for cytol-
ogy and DNA-cytometry, because a carcinoma was
shown later histologically. It seems likely, that in this
case a geographic error taking the smear has occurred,
because the region where the lesion was located, was
near the arcus palatoglossus and the obtainment of
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Fig. 2. DNA-histogram of a smear from a histologically proven hyperkeratosis without dysplasia, showing number of cells measured (n) and
their corresponding DNA-content (c) and a (normal) diploid stemline at 2.0c.

Fig. 3. DNA-histogram of a smear from a Lichen erosivus, showing (euploid) polyploid stemlines at 2.0c and 4.0c.

samples was very difficult, because the patient choked
during the oral examination.

Four cases were cytologically “doubtful”. Two of
them were DNA-aneuploid, the other two were DNA-
non-aneuploid. The scalpel biopsy showed squamous
cell carcinomas in two cases with DNA-aneuploidy.
The DNA-non-aneuploid specimens showed histolog-
ically no carcinoma. Eight cases were cytologically
“suspicious”, but six specimens were DNA-aneuploid.
Squamous cell carcinomas were found histologically
in all of them. One “suspicious” case was classified
as insufficient for DNA-cytometry (not enough cells

for measurement on the slide). Histologically a servere
dysplasia (equivalent to carcinoma in situ) was shown.

Table 6 shows the frequencies of occurrence of dif-
ferent aspects of DNA-aneuploidy and the dependence
of its detection by application of one or two different
algorithms. It demonstrated that 9cEE was the most
frequent single aspect of DNA-aneuploidy, followed
by an abnormal stemline, and that the combined ap-
plication of both algorithms significantly increased the
rate of detection.

On this basis the prevalence of DNA-aneuploidy in
smears of oral cancer or carcinomasin situwas 96.4%.
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Fig. 4. DNA-histogram of a smear from a squamous cell carcinoma of the tongue. An abnormal stemline at 2.3c can be detected as one aspect of
DNA-aneuploidy.

Fig. 5. DNA-histogram of a smear from a squamous cell carcinoma of the alveolar ridge. 12 cells with a DNA-content greater 9c (9cEE) can be
detected as one aspect of DNA-aneuploidy.

Sensitivity of DNA-aneuploidy on oral smears for the
detection of cancer cells was 96.4%, specificity for
the detection of non neoplastic cells 100%, positive
predictive value 100% and negative predictive value
99.0% (Table 4). The combination of both techniques
increased the sensivity to 98.2%, specificity to 100%,
positive predictive value to 100% and negative predic-
tive value to 99.5% (Table 5).

Clinically four seemingly benign lesions were de-
tected as malignant by cytology. In these cases a
scalpel biopsy would not have been taken routinely, be-

cause even for an experienced surgeon the clinical as-
pect was not suspicious for cancer.

4. Discussion

Although up to now surgical biopsy is the “Golden
Standard” for diagnosing oral cancers, available infor-
mation about the accuracy of biopsy histology is lim-
ited.

Sudbo et al. [46] reported that from 150 patients
with histologically diagnosed oral epithelial dysplasias
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Fig. 6. DNA-histogram of a smear from a squamous cell carcinoma of the buccal mucosa. Different aspects of DNA-aneuploidy can be detected:
abnormal stemlines at 2.4c, 4.8c and 29 cells greater 9c (9cEE).

Table 3

Sensitivity and specifity of cytology versus histology (n =
251 cases)

Cytology Histology

Negative for Positive for

tumor cells tumor cells

Negative for negative 192 1

tumor cells doubtful 2 2

Positive for suspicious 0 8

tumor cells positive 1 45

Table 4

Sensitivity and specifity of DNA-cytometry versus histol-
ogy (n = 250∗ cases)

DNA-cytometry Histology

Negative for Positive for

tumor cells tumor cells

DNA-non- 195 2

aneuploid

DNA- 0 53

aneuploid
∗One case technically insufficient for DNA-cytometry.

more than 36 (24%) patients developed a squamous
cell carcinoma during the follow up, 105 were diploid,
20 (13%) tetraploid and 25 (17%) aneuploid at initial
diagnosis. Three of 105 diploid cases (3%), as opposed
to 21 of 25 aneuploid cases (84%) developed a carci-
noma during follow-up (negative predictive value 97%
for diploid lesions and positive predictive value 84%
for the aneuploid lesions).

Table 5

Sensitivity and specifity of cytology and DNA-
cytometry versus histology (n = 251 cases)

Cytology Histology

& Negative for Positive for

DNA-cytometry tumor cells tumor cells

Negative for 195 1

tumor cells

Positive for 0 55

tumor cells

Many papers were published on oral cytology dur-
ing the period from 1950–1970. Sensitivity was about
87.3% (average from the literature of more than 1300
cases from 18 studies [25]) and revealed a range from
48% to 100%. Sensitivity was about 99.1% with a
range from 77.7–99.6% in more than 16420 cases
from 7 studies [25]. These differences in diagnostic
accuracy of cytology may be the reason for the fact
that scalpel biopsy with histological assessment is cur-
rently the only accepted method for the diagnosis of
oral lesions suspicious for malignancy. Although sur-
gical biopsy up to now is the “golden standard” for
identification, histogenetic typing and grading malig-
nant lesions, available information about its diagnostic
sensitivity, specifity and interobserver reproducibility
is limited. However, Guinta et al. showed, that 2.5% of
oral cancers were not correctly diagnosed on the initial
biopsy [19], resulting in a sensitivity of only 97.5%.
Additionally, there are reports on patients whose ini-
tial scalpel biopsies were negative, but whose initial tu-
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Table 6

Prevalence and different aspects of DNA aneuploidy in oral brushings (n = 53 histologically proven squamous cell carcinomas)

Aspects of DNA aneuploidy Positive for tumor cells Suspicious for malignancy Doubtful Total

n = 45 (100%) n = 6 (100%) n = 2 (100%) n = 53 (100%)

Abnormal stemline only 2 4.4% 2 33.3% 1 50.0% 5 9.4%

One 1 1

Two

Multiple 2 1

9cEE only 7 15.6% 2 33.3% 1 50.0% 10 18.9%

1–3 1

4–10 3 1 1

>10 4

Abnormal stemline and 9cEE 36 80.0% 2 33.3% 38 71.7%

mor cell positive smears subsequently prompted fur-
ther biopsies that confirmed the presence of carcino-
mas [22,40].

A potential explanation for the bad sensitivity could
be that formerly the obtainment of cells was disadvan-
tageously performed with a cotton tip or scraper. To-
day a brush with small bristles is used (see material and
methods) increasing the number of collected cells [24].
The clinical advantages of exfoliative cytology are ev-
ident: non-invasive, relatively painless and fast ob-
tainment. Every dentist can perform an oral brushing,
which represents a low budget procedure (in Germany
40 Euro for both techniques), revealing high compli-
ance (e.g., even when used repeatedly for monitoring;
often patients are not inclined to repeated scalpel biop-
sies) and up to now no contradiction for brushing is
known. We report here on a sensitivity of 98.2% and
specifity of 100% of oral cytodiagnoses combined with
DNA-cytometry. This represents better results as ob-
tained by scalpel biopsy with histological assessment.

Ogden et al. [35] report that the sensitivity and speci-
fity of DNA quantification has been 70% and 90%,
respectively, investigating oral smears from biopsy
proven cancer. Brickley et al. [12] have tested the per-
formance of a computer simulated neural network us-
ing image analysis trained to categorise normal, pre-
malignant and malignant oral smears. The data were
derived from the analysis of 348 intra-oral smears
and included mean nuclear and mean cytoplasmic ar-
eas. They reported on a specificity of 82% and sensi-
tivity of 76% concerning the differentiation between
normal/non-dysplastic- and dysplastic/malignant mu-
cosa.

The method of computer assisted cytological analy-
sis (Oral CDx) of oral brush biopsy presented by Sci-
ubba et al. [44] aims at the identification of squamous
dysplasias of any degree together with carcinomas us-

ing TV-image analysis and neural networks. It subjects
all patients with oral dysplasia irrespective of their de-
gree to scalpel biopsy although many of them do not
reveal obligatory precancerous lesions. The method
makes no use of the DNA-content of the exfoliated
cells and reveals low specifity. Twenty-one percent of
the resected lesions with cytologic atypias revealed be-
nign histologic diagnoses and should not have been re-
sected. Most likely these histologically benign lesions
had euploid DNA-histograms. The method of Sciubba
et al. thus represents a tool to substitute screening per-
sonal for identifying abnormal and atypical oral squa-
mous cells on oral smears. Yet, it does not aim at a def-
inite diagnosis concerning the presence or absence of
malignancies, as ours does, which can compete with
histological evaluation and is able to save scalpel biop-
sies.

A variable which influences the detection rate of
DNA-aneuploidy is the number of cells measured.
This study is based on at least 50, mostly on more
than 300 abnormal epithelial cells and 30 reference
cells per case. Previous studies from Ogden et al. [35]
using static DNA-cytometry were based on only 50
randomly-selected cells for analysis.

4.1. Algorithms for detection of DNA-aneuploidy

A DNA-stemline in an abnormal histogram-position
is supposed to be due to chromosomal aneuploidy
and is thus often named a “DNA-aneuploid” stem-
line. Whereas cells belonging to a DNA-stemline are
supposed to be cytogenetically identical proliferating
cells, so called “rare events” with DNA-contents>9c
most likely represent non proliferating cells with dif-
ferent chromosomal aneuploidies and an abnormally
high number of chromosomes [11]. In tissues revealing
euploid polyploidisation like the oral mucosa (e.g., [6])
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the 9c exceeding events should be applied because no
cells exceeding that value occur in reactive, proliferat-
ing benign tissues. This marker was observed in 84.6%
of the cytological materials of oral carcinomas. We dis-
agree in this point with other authors [37] who have
used the detection of cells with more than 5c DNA-
content as marker of DNA-aneuploidy in tissues that
show euploid polyploidisation as the oral epithelium.
Schulte et al. [43] have used>5c DNA-content (5c ex-
ceeding events [5cEE]) as a parameter for the detec-
tion of malignancy with a sensitivity of 100%, but they
did not report on a tumor cell free (negative) control
group. False positive results may occur using 5cEE for
detection of DNA-aneuploidy.

We attribute our high prevalence of DNA-aneu-
ploidy in tumor cells to a sufficient precision of nuclear
DNA-measurements and to the application of two dif-
ferent algorithms to detect DNA-aneuploidy (abnormal
stemlines and rare events>9c).

We therefore propose to look for more than one as-
pect of DNA-aneuploidy in histograms if a high detec-
tion rate is desired. Considering the results of carci-
noma specimens the detection rate of malignant cells
is 78.2% by using DNA-stemline-aneuploidy alone in-
creasing to 96.4% by additional applying 9cEE as an
other aspect of DNA-aneuploidy. 10 cases (18.9%)
were DNA-aneuploid by detection of rare events>9c
without abnormal stemlines (Table 4).

The results show that in future no DNA-cytometric
assessment is necessary in cytologically “tumor cell
negative” cases. It is advised to use DNA-image cy-
tometry only in the case of epithelial dysplasias for the
identification of the prospectively malignant ones and
in tumor cell-positive diagnoses for quality assessment
of the tumor diagnoses.

Not unmentioned should be the fact that nearly no
comparable adjuvant diagnostic procedure has a higher
level of standardization like DNA-image cytometry.
This is documented by three published consensus re-
ports on standardized diagnostic DNA-image cytom-
etry of the European Society of Analytical Cellular
Pathology (ESACP) [7,11,18,20] and the results of
the “International Consensus Conference on the fight
against Cervical Cancer” in Chicago, spring 2000 [50].
Furthermore, competence on DNA-image cytometry
can be obtained online using ISDN or the Internet and
the EUROQUANT server [21]. Thus combined oral
cytology and DNA-image cytometry result in a clinical
screening procedure for early detection of oral cancer
with high diagnostic accuracy, low costs, high objec-
tivity and good patients compliance.

5. Conclusion

Cytologic investigation of smears from macroscop-
ically suspicious oral lesions is an easily practica-
ble, cheap, quick, non-invasive, painless and accurate
screening method that may help to reduce the occur-
rence of invasive and thus fatal squamous cell carci-
nomas. The application of DNA-image cytometry with
DNA-aneuploidy as a marker for neoplastic transfor-
mation in oral smears secures the cytologic diagnosis
of cancer. It furthermore helps to clarify the nature of
morphologically doubtful squamous epithelial lesions
like dysplasias or regenerative epithelium by identify-
ing the obligatory precancerous or prospectively ma-
lignant ones and thus allowing an effective early ther-
apy. The latter method is able to increase the sensitiv-
ity for the detection of malignant and specifity for be-
nign cells in oral smears and thus decrease the rate of
cytologically false negative or -positive diagnoses.

Cytologic and DNA-cytometric techniques may also
be used to identify recurrent tumors after surgical treat-
ment.
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